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upstream: Worley wins direct air capture engineering deal from
Occidental in US Permian basin

"Green contract win comes as Australian company also reveals sharp decline in profits for the first half of
the financial year."
LINK

Read more » upstream: Worley wins direct air capture engineering deal from Occidental in US Permian
basin
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The Guardian: Soil carbon: what role can it play in reducing Australia's
emissions?

"We break down the facts around one of the Coalition’s five priority areas in its ‘technology, not taxes’
response to the climate crisis."
LINK

Read more » The Guardian: Soil carbon: what role can it play in reducing Australia's emissions?
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Blog: Robert Höglund: Net-zero today?

"Is trying to reach net-zero targets as fast as possible the most climate-effective approach?"
LINK

Read more » Blog: Robert Höglund: Net-zero today?
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Grist: The First 100 – A climate tech agency takes shape

"Instead of funding energy innovations, ARPA-C would support new and potentially groundbreaking
climate technologies — everything from capturing, removing, and storing carbon emissions to developing
sustainable fuels for airplanes and ships."
LINK

Read more » Grist: The First 100 – A climate tech agency takes shape
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Reuters: Russia's far east aims for unexpected climate target: net zero by
2025

"The Sakhalin region plans to move away from fossil fuels and pilot the first carbon market in an oil and
gas-rich country widely seen as unambitious on climate action."
LINK

Read more » Reuters: Russia's far east aims for unexpected climate target: net zero by 2025
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Blog: Gernot Wagner: A tale of two carbon prices

"The Biden administration has opened up enormous opportunities to push forward an ambitious climate
agenda by updating this one number: the social cost of carbon, or SCC."
LINK

Read more » Blog: Gernot Wagner: A tale of two carbon prices
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Forbes: Commercial Carbon Capture And Use Takes A Step Forward
With Carbon Clean

"The US Department of Energy has awarded a grant to RTI International, CEMEX (a leading supplier of
cement, concrete and aggregates), Carbon Clean and Oak Ridge National Laboratory to jointly work on
development of a CO2 capture system and commercially viable carbon utilization solution."
LINK

Read more » Forbes: Commercial Carbon Capture And Use Takes A Step Forward With Carbon Clean
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Runway Girl Network: CO2 sucked from the air and turned into jet fuel
shows promise

"Efforts are underway in Europe to develop electro-fuels for airlines using carbon dioxide captured
directly from the atmosphere as a feedstock. Although in its infancy, this type of synthetic kerosene has
the potential to significantly reduce the aviation industry’s carbon footprint."
LINK

Read more » Runway Girl Network: CO2 sucked from the air and turned into jet fuel shows promise
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Scroll.in: Should India consider a ‘net-zero’ climate pledge on reducing
greenhouse gasses?

"There is a risk that debates over whether net-zero approaches are consistent with India’s development
needs may damp action."
LINK

Read more » Scroll.in: Should India consider a ‘net-zero’ climate pledge on reducing greenhouse gasses?
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Summit Agricultural Group: Summit Agricultural Group Announces
Creation of Summit Carbon Solutions and World's Largest Carbon
Capture and Storage Project

"Expected to be operational in 2024, Summit Carbon Solutions will be the largest carbon capture and
storage project in the world."
LINK

Read more » Summit Agricultural Group: Summit Agricultural Group Announces Creation of Summit
Carbon Solutions and World's Largest Carbon Capture and Storage Project
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